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Lifestyles of the rich and infamous:
Ivana Trump indulges in lobster and
champagne with toyboy lover and
friends
By DAILY MAIL REPORTER
PUBLISHED: 19:32 EST, 29 July 2012 | UPDATED: 04:47 EST, 30 July 2012

They may no longer have youth and beauty on their side.

But Ivana Trump and friends still know how to give the junior jet-set crowd a run for
its money.

With her younger lover by her side, Ivana joined a sumptuous lunch party at Club 55
in Saint-Tropez yesterday to celebrate the birthday of private jet company owner
Steve Varsano.
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Jet setting for seniors: Ivana Trump and her boyfriend (L) joined Denise Rich, Steve Varsano
and Niels Lauersen at Club 55 in Saint-Tropez yesterday

With a feast of lobster and champagne, the birthday guestlist was not just a roster of
celebrity and wealth - but also had its share of infamy. 

Socialite Denise Rich joined the party with her former boyfriend Niels H. Lauersen, a
charismatic and once high-profile fertility specialist in New York who has done jail
time for insurance fraud.

Denise Rich, 68, is best known as the ex-wife of disgraced financier Marc Rich, who
was pardoned by President Clinton on his last day in office.
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Lobster and champagne: The 63-year-old socialite chose turquoise resort wear for the
sumptuous feast, while her boyfriend wore an open-necked striped shirt 

Varsano is the founder of Jet Business, a private top-end jet brokerage that links
buyers to planes.

Between them, the lunch guests would no doubt have more than a few juicy war
stories to trade.

Ivana opted for her favourite bee-hive hairstyle for the party, wearing a turquoise
blouse and completing her look with huge dangling turquoise earrings.

Her date, the same man who has been seen on her arm in recent weeks, wore an
open-necked striped shirt and was attentive to Ivana during the meal.
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Stories to tell: They may no longer have youth on their side, but this crowd has more than a few
juicy life stories between them

Ivana, 63, has become known for her penchant for younger men since the end of her
15-year marriage to real-estate mogul Donald Trump in 1992.

Her fourth and most recent husband, Italian stallion Rossano Rubicondi, was just 36
when he married Ivana, then 60.

And as recently as February this year, she was photographed frolicking in the
Caribbean surf with 50-year-old Italian actor Antonio Zequila.
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Share or comment on this article: Ivana Trump indulges in lobster and champagne
with toyboy lover and friends

Age-old problem: Ivana has surely cracked her share of lobster claws, but still didn't seem to
relish the task
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These people aren't real. They aren't even human. When you think about the millions starving to
death and these fat disgusting samples of flesh are indulging themselves and putting their spare
trillions in offshore accounts so they don't have to pay tax on them. No wonder the wealthy and
Royalty are always the first to be targeted when there's a revolution, it's like they're fiddling while
Rome burns. Disgraceful to be honest. Look at that woman's obscene debauched face. She has
all the money to stay fit and looks as though one more lobster stuffed down her throat might do her
heart in. - Anne, Hampshire, 30/7/2012 21:00 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------- TO ANNE IN HAMPSHIRE: Calm down dear,
what's your problem? You're showing everyone all your insecurities and how clearly jealous you
are. It's just a few rich people enjoying themselves! Try getting yourself a life!
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Anne, Hampshire, 8 years ago

These people aren't real. They aren't even human. When you think about the millions starving to
death and these fat disgusting samples of flesh are indulging themselves and putting their spare
trillions in offshore accounts so they don't have to pay tax on them. No wonder the wealthy and
Royalty are always the first to be targeted when there's a revolution, it's like they're fiddling while
Rome burns. Disgraceful to be honest. Look at that woman's obscene debauched face. She has
all the money to stay fit and looks as though one more lobster stuffed down her throat might do her
heart in.

1319

Click to rate

Auntie Em, USA, 8 years ago

Sad. This woman could afford the very best in cosmetic surgery but it appears she is not getting
good advice.. She was stunning but not anymore. She looks old beyond her years. Her hairstyle is
very dated.

539
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mo, aberdeenshire, 8 years ago

Her beehive is almost as famous as her ex's comb-over.

131
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Bolero Rocher, London UK, 8 years ago

Ivana throw up! Look at the state of her, haha

817

Click to rate

Paul, Lansdale, PA USA, 8 years ago

OK Invanna- you're looking like one of the AB-Fab girls serious time for a make over.

132
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Rockabye singer
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attends the Global
Awards in London 
Had matching metallic
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Ashley Benson nails
edgy chic in a bolero-
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she jets into New York's
JFK Airport
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WW
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poses in a red bikini as
she reveals her suits
are made with
RECYCLED polyester

Britney Spears' ex-
husband Kevin
Federline says he has
'stepped in' after son
Jayden took to
Instagram Live to tell
his grandpa 'to go die'

Meghan Markle's glam
squad jets in! Royal's
BFF and makeup artist
Daniel Martin flies to
London ahead of
Duchess' first post-
Megxit apperance 
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Duchess Camilla is in
high spirits as she joins
Roald Dahl's widow
Felicity to celebrate
World Book Day at a
primary school in
London 
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Queen of green! Kate
Middleton continues her
literal dressing trend
with bespoke emerald
dress by Suzannah and
a shamrock necklace on
tour of Ireland

Johnny Depps's ex
Amber Heard and
girlfriend Bianca Butti
share a tender moment
while stocking up on
groceries in LA

'We cried a lot': Love
Is Blind's Giannina and
Damian are STILL
together and 'so happy'
after he jilted her at the
altar in the season
finale

Kylie Jenner flaunts
her curvy figure while
posing on the beach in
a candy-colored bikini
with her pal Stassie
Karanikolaou
 

John Legend praises
wife Chrissy Teigen's
'spectacular' breasts
after she claimed
motherhood left her
implants 'deflated'

Thrifty Kate is back!
The Duchess of
Cambridge wears seven
buck earrings after
donning $22,000 Asprey
diamond studs to kick
off her Ireland tour

Barbara Palvin and
boyfriend Dylan
Sprouse pose NAKED in
bed together as they
give a VERY intimate
insight into their
romance 

Unforgettable! From
Grace Jones to Cher
and Marilyn Monroe, the
most influential fashion
icons of all time and the
trends they made
famous

Dubai ruler Sheikh Al
Maktoum abducted his
daughters and
conducted a campaign
of fear against his wife 
forcing her to flee to
London, court finds 

Gerard Butler wraps up
against the cold as he
enjoys a lunch date in
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New York with
glamorous on-off
girlfriend Morgan Brown
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Enrique Iglesias is
'having a great time' as
a father of three...weeks
after welcoming third
child with Anna
Kournikova

Love Is Blind reunion:
Amber reveals her
marriage to Barnett
'wasn't working' as she
admits to calling
divorce lawyer over
'epic fights'

Kelly Ripa is spot on in
polka dot dress as she
and Ryan Seacrest host
event at The Paley
Center For Media in New
York
 

But first let one take a
selfie! Prince William
pauses for a photo with
a delighted young fan in
Kildare - as her mother
brands the royal 'a
really nice guy'

Alessandra Ambrosio
displays her svelte
physique in a plunging
white swimsuit as she
poses up a storm during
a beach photo shoot in
Mexico

Billy Porter confirms
that his version of Fairy
Godmother will be
'genderless' in new live-
action Cinderella: 'The
kids are ready' 

Meghan Markle lands
back in Britain today for
the first time since
Megxit crisis and will
join Prince Harry at
Endeavour Fund
Awards tonight 

Inside Brooklyn
Beckham's lavish 21st
birthday meal: Sister
Harper, 8, steals the
show as the family
enjoy $180 steak
sandwiches
 

Jennifer Lopez, 50,
flaunts cleavage in
white backless swimsuit
while relaxing on Miami
beach
She was joined by vocal
coach Stevie MackeyShare
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Love Is Blind reunion:
One couple shocks
viewers by getting back
together... even though
they SPLIT UP at the
altar on their wedding
day

Advertisement

Princess Estelle of
Sweden, 8, is studying
at home after her
Campus Manilla school
in Stockholm school
closed duet to pupil
contracting coronavirus

The Masked Singer:
Tom Bergeron removes
Taco mask after
stumping entire panel
on Fox singing show
Dancing With The Stars
host stumped panelists

Arnold
Schwarzenegger's son
Joseph Baena and
girlfriend Nicky Dodaj
hit Gold's Gym in
Venice after celebrating
one-year anniversary

Jonathan Cheban of
Keeping Up With The
Kardashians eats a fried
chicken and
DOUGHNUT sandwich
while on Wendy
Williams' show

Cardi B leads the
charge of celebrities
congratulating Katy
Perry on her pregnancy
with Orlando Bloom
She revealed all in music
video

Dressed for comfort?
Jean-Claude Van
Damme looks relaxed
as he hosts press
conference in gray
tracksuit and hotel
slippers

Country singer Kacey
Musgraves sells off
personal items from her
own closet to help aid
those affected by
tornadoes in Nashville

British royal family
shares throwback
snaps of Queen
Elizabeth traveling on
the London subway in
1969 (and she even
bought a ticket!)

Three cheers for the
Prince of Wales!
Charles is given
daffodils by excited
flag-waving well-
wishers in a belated St
David's Day celebration
in Oxford

Britney Spears appears
oblivious to son's
explosive Instagram
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live... as she posts
steamy selfies and
birthday message to
boyfriend Sam
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In the pink! Queen
Letizia of Spain cuts an
elegant figure in a satin
shirt and ombre skirt as
she attends Rare
Diseases World Day
event in Madrid

Lori Loughlin's
'evidence' that college
admissions scam
mastermind Rick Singer
was told by FBI to lie 
could be a 'nightmare
for prosecutors'

Demi Rose playfully
unzips her blue ski suit
as she swaps her
favorite tropical
getaways for the wintry
slopes

Connect the dots! Kate
Middleton channels
1980s Princess Diana in
a vintage magenta polka
dot dress by Oscar de la
Renta during event at
Dublin museum 

'So pregnant now!':
Jodie Turner-Smith
cradles her burgeoning
baby bump as she and
Joshua Jackson
prepare for the arrival of
their first child

Sienna Miller sweetly
holds hands with her
father Edwin as the pair
enjoy a relaxed stroll
around New York City

Sharing bridal tips?
Princess Eugenie joins
Princess Beatrice and
her fiancé Edo Mapelli
Mozzi for a night out in
London ahead of the
couple's big day in May

Journalist who
accused MSNBC host
Chris Matthews of
'gross and sexist'
behavior says she's
received death threats
after his resignation 

Kylie Jenner names
her TOES after
explaining middle
school injury behind her
'weird' digits
She has been defending
her digits onlineShare
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Celine Dion makes a
stylish arrival in a
leather top and sequin
skirt ahead of an
evening at the ballet
Singer, 51, is no stranger
to a daring fashion look 

Advertisement

Ride Along director
Tim Story is sued by
family of two-year-old
boy who died after
falling in a hot tub at his
Los Angeles home 'that
lacked proper fencing'

Journey's Neal Schon
and Jonathan Cain fire
bandmates Ross Valory
and Steve Smith in
$10M legal war over the
band's name
 

Ariel Winter cuts a
casual chic look in
black as she lets her
new fiery red hair down
while heading to work in
LA
Just dyed hair back red 

Kim Kardashian
straddles a motorcycle
as she turns into a sexy
biker girl alongside
Cher and Naomi
Campbell in edgy short
film

Prince William reveals
he's only had 'two sips'
of Guinness so far in
Ireland because officials
'keep taking them away'
as he chats with locals
during walk with Kate 

Lizzo blasts TikTok for
removing her bathing
suit videos 'but allowing
other girls in bathing
suits'
On the forefront of 'the
body-positive movement'

Game Of Thrones'
Emilia Clarke admits her
cameraman brother
swiped a thoughtful
memento from the set to
gift her as a Christmas
present

Kylie Jenner debuts
long pink wig as she
leaves restaurant
flashing Barbie-inspired
nails and wearing chic
white bandeau top

Sarah Michelle Gellar
has an iconic '90s
reunion with Selma Blair
and Shannen Doherty
over lunch in LA: 'The
richest one paid'
 

Heidi Klum, 46, and
rocker husband Tom
Kaulitz, 30, head for a
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late-night dinner date
after watching his band
Tokio Hotel perform

Advertisement

Camilla at the races!
Duchess will attend
Cheltenham next week
to present a trophy after
fears event would be
cancelled due to
coronavirus

Luke Perry
remembered by Ian
Ziering, Lili Reinhart
and more Riverdale and
Beverly Hills 90210 co-
stars pay tribute to star
one year after his death

Netflix cancels SXSW
screenings and Apple
scraps Austin world
premiere of Beastie
Boys Stories over
coronavirus fears
 

Supermodel Tyra
Banks reveals the
Australian treat she's
obsessed with... as she
gives single radio host
Jackie 'O' Henderson
dating advice

Troian Bellisario and
Patrick Dempsey sign
on to star in CBS drama
pilot Ways & Means
Troian and Patrick are
looking to make a return
to the small screen

Olivia Jade grabs
lunch in Beverly Hills as
things have gone 'back
to normal' for her... amid
parents Lori Loughlin
and Mossimo
Giannulli's pending trial 

Safari chic! Stranger
Things star Dacre
Montgomery dons a
khaki ensemble as he
leads the celebrity
arrivals at Cartier's Into
The Wild launch

Nicky Hilton
Rothschild cuts a
casual look in pastel
granny chic cardigan as
she steps out to run
errands in Beverly Hills
 

Slipknot postpone
concerts in Asia: Even
mask-wearing heavy
metal band are unwilling
to tour due to
coronavirus fears 
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Demi Lovato is
unmissable in a zebra
stripe top as she arrives
for an evening church
service
Demi made a splash in a
zebra strip top

Advertisement

Jeff Goldblum, 67,
looks loved up as he
and wife Emilie
Livingston, 37, lead a
host of stars for the
launch party of
American Vanity's CBD
skincare brand

NeNe Leakes believes
Wendy Williams' ex-
husband Kevin Hunter
sabotaged her chances
of getting her own talk
show five years ago
 

Madonna, 61, is
supported by toyboy
beau Ahlamalik
Williams, 25, as she
holds his hand and uses
a cane to walk while
leaving Madame X show

Justin Bieber and wife
Hailey attend Beverly
Hills church services
with Demi Lovato and
Lana Del Rey
 

Amy Adams beams in
Canadian tuxedo as she
arrives to a hair
appointment in Beverly
Hills

Ralph Lauren calls off
April fashion show in
NYC 'as a precautionary
measure' amid ongoing
coronavirus outbreak

Vanderpump Rules
star Brittany Cartwright
and pal Kristen Doute
take their friend for a
spa day in Las Vegas
before his bone marrow
transplant

Khloe Kardashian
flaunts her eye-popping
cleavage in plunging
denim dress as she
poses for sizzling
snap... after displaying
her taut midriff during
workout 

Mike Tyson lights up a
joint in his car after
dining out at the
popular celebrity spot
Craig's in West
Hollywood
 

Blac Chyna claims
'depressed' Rob
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Kardashian 'has
trouble leaving the
house' and has said 'he
felt like killing himself'
in latest filing in
custody battle

Advertisement

Emma Roberts looks
casual cool in long
brown coat over striped
shirt and jeans while out
in LA
 

Will Smith rocks
shorts and knee-high
socks on the set of his
new movie King Richard
where he plays the
father of Serena and
Venus Williams

Sophie Turner puts on
a leggy display in a
short blue dress as she
and her husband Joe
Jonas drop by a juice
bar amid claims that
she's pregnant

Elle Fanning exudes
elegance in baby blue
midi dress, while
arriving to appearance
on Jimmy Kimmel Live

Louis Tomlinson
cancels headline show
in Milan amid
coronavirus outbreak
days before he kicks off
his Walls Tour in
Barcelona

Bob Geldof wears a
protective face mask to
catch a flight out of
London's Heathrow
Airport

Joan Collins, 86, has
her romantic dinner
date with husband
Percy Gibson, 55,
interrupted by anti-fur
protesters but the
actress doesn't look too
bothered 

Enrique Iglesias and
Ricky Martin join forces
for the first time ever for
co-headlining North
American arena tour in
2020
 

Ewan McGregor and
Mary Elizabeth
Winstead snuggle up
while strolling through
chilly New York City
Mary held her love close
in NYC
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Winona Ryder looks
effortlessly elegant in a
black dress as she
leads the stars of HBO's
upcoming miniseries
The Plot Against
America

Advertisement

Scott Derrickson
boards new thriller
Bermuda with Chris
Evans set to star... two
months after backing
out of Doctor Strange
sequel

Anna Paquin's Flack
series is canceled along
with Florida Girls and
Best Intentions as Pop
TV cuts down on
scripted shows
 

Sofia Vergara is
effortlessly chic in
ripped jeans as she
joins Heidi Klum when
walking onto the set of
America's Got Talent

Imogen Poots
brands Harvey
Weinstein a 'despicable
human' as she talks
avoiding social media
and feeling 'restless' as
an actress

Hocus Pocus 2 'set to
be directed by Adam
Shankman' nearly three
decades after the hit
Halloween film first hit
theaters  
 

Bachelorette alum
Tyler Cameron's mother
Andrea died, age 55,
from a brain aneurysm
The official cause of death
has been revealed 

Kate Middleton stuns
in a vintage pink and
black polka dot gown by
designer Oscar de la
Renta as she joins
Prince William for
reception in Dublin

Kylie Jenner
showcases her curves
in completely sheer
pastel dress alongside
pal Stassie... as star
shares VERY racy 
images from Bahamas 

Ben Affleck fights back
tears as he shares
Adam Driver did
something special for
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his Star Wars
obsessed son:
'He made me a hero to
my kid'

Emily Ratajkowski
turns heads as she
works up a sweat at a
STRONG by Zumba
workout... after flaunting
her figure online in a
revealing bikini

Advertisement

'I sleep in a bra and I'm
obsessed with gaffer
tape!' Elizabeth Hurley,
54, shares secret to
keeping her famous
curves 'high and firm'
and reveals she NEVER
exercises

Katy Perry sparks
pregnancy rumors as
she touches her tummy
in tease for new music
video Never Worn White
Holding what appears to
be a baby bump

More Megxit talks with
the Queen? Prince
Harry leaves
Buckingham Palace
after discussions ahead
of Meghan Markle's
arrival in UK

Arnold
Schwarzenegger sues
Russian robot startup
for $10M over using
'Arnie android' to
promote company

Sir Mick Jagger
returns to acting after
nearly 20 years to play
man of wealth and taste
in The Burnt Orange
Heresy

Sofia Richie cuts a
casual figure in pink
cashmere and a cross-
body Chanel bag as she
enjoys lunch with
brother Miles Brockman
at Nobu

Jessica Alba to star in
and produce
documentary series
Parenting Without
Borders for Disney+
The show will film in
various locations

Laura Dern appears in
high spirits during
lunch date with son
Ellery, 18, after
announcing the loss of
her 14-year-old goldfish
on Instagram
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'Time to hit the gym':
Rebel Wilson shares her
hardcore workout
routine after eating too
much birthday cake

Sofia Vergara wows in
glittering black gown as
rocks the America's Got
Talent red carpet with
her fellow judge Heidi
Klum 
 

Megan Thee Stallion
promotes new album
due out Friday despite
legal battle with her
record label
The 25-year-old rapper
took to social media 

Why Liam
Hemsworth's parents
are so happy with his
new girlfriend Gabriella
Brooks... after his
divorce from pop star
Miley Cyrus

Tom Hiddleston
returns as the God of
Mischief as he films the
new Loki TV series for
Disney+
The God of Mischief has
returned with Tom
Hiddleston

Helen Mirren, 74,
admits she used to lock
herself in the bathroom
as she found acting
'incredibly
intimidating'... as she
joins forces with Geri
Horner 

Hilaria Baldwin cuts a
chic look in leopard
print as husband Alec
Baldwin suits up for
Academy of the Arts
Achievement Awards in
NYC

Chris Pratt keeps it
simple in a T-shirt as he
is seen with wife
Katherine
Schwarzenegger after
the enjoy a breakfast
date

Mischa Barton slams
her rumored
replacement Caroline
D'Amore in scathing
post (AND insults her
former friend's pizza
brand)

Hilary Duff is a
makeup-free beauty as
her hair gets swept up
in the wind while
modeling skinny jeans
and knee-high boots on
coffee run in LA

'He can go die!' Britney
Spears' son Jayden
SLAMS his grandfather
on Instagram and
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admits his mother may
'quit' music 

'It sounds really
vulgar!' Queer Eye star
Tan France makes a
desperate plea for
strangers to stop asking
him to 'French tuck'
them in public

David Tennant's wife
Georgia confirms their
fifth child is called
Birdie... hours after son
Ty accidentally let the
name slip on Lorraine

Prince William and
Kate stroll arm-in-arm
on a romantic clifftop
walk after visit to cattle
farm on second day of
their charm offensive
tour of Ireland 

Nicki Minaj's husband
Kenneth Petty pleads
not guilty to failing to
register as a sex
offender in California 

Kendall Jenner makes
a splash in neon green
bikini as she curls up
next to sister Kylie
aboard boat during
girls' getaway to the
Bahamas

Loving herself! Bindi
Irwin urges fans to
accept themselves with
a body positive
message on Instagram
 

Chrissy Teigen reveals
she's torn about getting
another boob job as she
fears DYING on the
operating table... after
motherhood left her
implants 'deflated'

EXCLUSIVE  Meghan
McCain reignites ugly
feud with The View fill-in
Tara Setmayer, who she
had 'blocked' from
returning to the show

Sheila Ferguson, 73, is
locked in court battle
with property developer
over fears storage unit 
where she keeps Three
Degrees memorabilia
could collapse 

Kristin Scott Thomas,
59, vows to NEVER
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pose for a fashion
shoot again as she
doesn't want to
be associated with her
film characters' 'boring'
style sense

Justin Bieber looks
smitten as he plants a
kiss on wife Hailey
while on romantic stroll
The 26-year-old pop act
threw an arm around his
wife 

Sophie Wessex is
tackling women's
issues on visits to war-
torn countries, and
royal expert says it's a
sign she's ready to 'fill
Meghan Markle's shoes'

Christina Milian and
boyfriend Matt Pokora
return to France three
years after they first met
in Paris restaurant (with
their baby boy in tow!)

Supergirl star Melissa
Benoist announces she
is pregnant with first
child with funny post
showing off her
husband's 'bump'

EXCLUSIVE  Chris
Martin, 43, and girlfriend
Dakota Johnson, 30,
visit Disneyland with his
children Apple, 15, and
Moses, 13, on rare
family outing

RHONY alum Jules
Wainstein's ex Michael
begs a Florida judge to
drug test her... after 
arrest for LICKING a car
window and punching
him in face

Going for the chop!
Kate Middleton shows
off a MUCH shorter
hairstyle during royal
tour of Ireland - as
celebrity stylist praises
her 'quirky' new look

Fox Nation's Britt
McHenry, 33, shares
photo of herself in a
hospital bed before
brain surgery to remove
'golf ball sized tumor' as
she thanks supporters 

'Boobs have gotten
huge': Nikki Bella
shows off her ABS while
18 weeks pregnant as
she comments on her
chest in shirtless
photos
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Bradley Cooper gives
his two-year-old
daughter Lea a ride on
his shoulders ... after a
family lunch with ex-
girlfriend Irina Shayk

Tavis Smiley is
ordered to pay $1.5
MILLION to former
employer PBS 'for
violating the network's
morals clause' following
sexual assault
allegations

Anna Duggar gushes
over her sex pest
husband Josh in 32nd
birthday tribute, calling
him her 'best friend' - as
she hosts an ice cream
party for family

Pictured: Smiling
Chris Matthews speaks
on his cellphone as it's
revealed MSNBC
president 'pleaded with
him to resign months
ago'

Kylie Jenner wraps her
bombshell body in
skintight ensemble
while dining at LA
favorite Matsuhisa
The 22-year-old
embraced her curves 

Batmobile first look!
The Batman director
Matt Reeves shares
photos of Robert
Pattinson's hot new
superhero wheels

Ben Affleck shares a
sweet giggle with
daughter Seraphina
while focusing on dad
duty ahead of the
release of his new film
The Way Back 

Danny DeVito, 75,
looks far from ready to
divorce his estranged
wife Rhea Perlman, 71,
as they smile during
date night... three years
after splitting

Ivanka flaunts bare
legs in a black dress as
she steps out of D.C.
home in $4,600
Alexander McQueen
coat and carrying a
$2,600 Loewe bag 

Alanis Morissette
discusses her battle
with postpartum
depression and the
'absolute torture' of
addiction 

Nicole Scherzinger
looks awkward and
offended during a
trainwreck interview on
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TV as she offers host
one-word answers

Daniel Craig signs
autographs for fans in
NYC... after release of
new Bond film is
pushed back by SEVEN
MONTHS amid
coronavirus outbreak

William Shatner, 88,
finalizes his divorce
from Elizabeth, 61, after
18 years of marriage...
as he pays her $2
million and divides
shared assets 

Prince William
addresses the 'many
wrongs' of Britain and
Ireland's 'troubled past'
as the Duke and
Duchess continue their
official visit to Dublin 

Kim Kardashian takes
newly-released
prisoners to the White
House for criminal
justice reform meeting
after Trump granted
them clemency 

Love is Blind star
Cameron Hamilton only
has eyes for wife
Lauren Speed as the
pair rocks his and hers
colorful suits ahead of
dramatic reunion
special

Melania Trump defies
coronavirus fears to
shake hands and HUG
women as she gives out
awards at State
Department for
'courage' 

Dixie Chicks fire up
their fans with the
release of their new
single Gaslighter... their
first song in over 14-
years

Andrew Garfield fights
the sniffles as joins
director Lin-Manuel
Miranda on set of new
film Tick, Tick... Boom

Alex Trebek celebrates
beating one-year
survival rate for stage 4
pancreatic cancer but
admits he's battled
'massive attacks' of
depression 

Bachelor alum Chad
Johnson's ex Annalise
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Mishler accuses him
of trying to 'ruin her life'
as she steps out for first
time since his domestic
violence arrest

'I'll forever regret this
look': Sophie Turner
admits the outfit she
wore to Kit Harington
and Rose Leslie's
wedding was one of her
'worst' looks 

Jennifer Lopez goes
makeup free as she
models her longtime
friend Kim Kardashian's
SKIMS line
The 50-year-old Hustlers
actress wowed

Katie Holmes mixes
business with pleasure
in a long black jacket
and jeans between
meetings in New York
The 41-year-old actress
kept warm 

Rita Ora teams brown
co-ords with dark
shades as she's
mobbed by fans on
arrival in London
following her PFW
appearance

The art of dressing
VERY literally: Kate
pays tribute to emerald
isle in two green
ensembles and
shamrock earrings as
Ireland tour continues

Meghan Markle 'was a
smiling face in a dull
institution' and 'too
good to be true' for the
monarchy, says Wolf
Hall author Dame Hilary
Mantel

Jennifer Aniston puts
her 'I Voted' sticker on
her dog's HEAD as she
goes makeup-free with
prescription glasses for
Super Tuesday

'It's the only exam I did
well in!' Paul McCartney,
77, credits the iconic
playwright William
Shakespeare with
turning him a better
songwriter

Jeff Bezos and Lauren
Sanchez enjoy a date
night at a New York
restaurant days after
Amazon chief's net
worth fell $11.9b amid
coronavirus fears Share
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Jennifer Lopez plays
up her Bronx roots in
Coach ad that quotes
Jenny From The Block:
'No matter where I go, I
know where I came
from'

'I'm self-isolating!' The
Duchess of Cornwall
jokes with Prince
Charles about
coronavirus by hopping
into an air-raid shelter
during visit to museum 

Jessica Mulroney
reveals she is working
with her epidemiologist
brother to help couples
celebrate weddings
'without fear' during
coronavirus outbreak

Contagion, which has
eerie similarities to
coronavirus outbreak,
jumps from Warner
Bros' 270th most
watched film to its
SECOND 

Release of new James
Bond film No Time To
Die is pushed back from
April to November
because of coronavirus
outbreak 

Kylie Jenner debuts
new sunscreen by Kylie
Skin during trip to the
Bahamas where she
modeled 5 bikinis:
'Introducing your new
best friend'

Simone Biles admits
she finds it 'hard' to
focus on training for
Tokyo 2020 while
dealing with Nassar
abuse scandal - as she
slams USAG 

'Invisible' singer
Alison Moyet reveals
she wasn't scared after
being sexually
assaulted and thrown in
rivers by bullies 

Ronan Farrow cuts
ties with his book
publisher for also
releasing his father
Woody Allen's new
memoir without telling
him 

Victoria Beckham and
husband David are seen
leaving son Brooklyn's
21st birthday lunch...
where he tucked into a
towering plate of glazed
doughnuts

Original photos of
Marilyn Monroe, 26,
during filming of 1952
flick Niagara and candid
behind-the-scene shots
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expected to fetch $51K
at auction

Maria Shriver, 64,
looks impressively
youthful with new
highlights as she hosts
the Women's
Alzheimer's Movement
luncheon

Mariska Hargitay says
her Law & Order SVU
role led her to becoming
an advocate for rape
survivors: 'I think I was
meant to do this'

Olivia Jade shows off
her gym prowess in
clingy blue workout
gear... as it's reported
mom Lori feels 'hopeful'
about college
admissions trial

Duchess of Cambridge
recycles a cream Reiss
coat she first wore
THIRTEEN years ago in
the early days of her
royal romance she
continues Dublin visit

Kylie Jenner shares
slew of sizzling bikini
snaps but is forced to
defend her 'weird a**'
short toe after fans
zoom in on revealing
pictures

The gloves are off!
Queen ditches mitts to
greet Maltese President
at Buckingham Palace...
24 hours after covering
hands amid coronavirus
fears

REVEALED: George
H.W. Bush told his wife
Barbara that being
president didn't 'hold a
candle' to being her
husband in a romantic
letter 

Amy Winehouse's
parents reunite to
commemorate singer's
life as she is honored
with posthumous tribute
slab at Music Walk of
Fame in London
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Katy Perry reveals her pregnancy
like a rock star in ‘Never Worn…

See more versionsLos Angeles Times

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle
booed at first appearance since…

See more versionsScottish Daily Reco

Katy Perry 'postpones her June
wedding in Japan to Orlando…
BREAKING See more versionsMa

Grimes talks getting pregnant with
Elon Musk

See more versionsPage Six · 2hrs ago

Bill Clinton says he had affair with
Monica Lewinsky to ‘manage m…

See more versionsFox News · 3hrs ag

Jennifer Lopez Shares Sexy
Swimsuit Video Panning Over H…

See more versionsEntertainment Toni

Dubai ruler threatened his wife,
had daughters abducted, judge…

See more versionsLos Angeles Times

Harvey Weinstein Has Heart
Surgery, Will Be Transferred To…

See more versionsHuffington Post · 2h

Britney Spears 'angry' about
spending less time with sons aft…

See more versionsMirror Online · 1hr a

Kate Middleton Tries Hurling in
Ireland With Prince William and…

See more versionsEntertainment ToniClick here to view more

DON'T MISS
Drake sparks outrage

after calling his baby
mama Sophie Brussaux
a 'fluke' in new song
When to Say When
He has a son age 2 with
former porn star 

The royals on the bus
go round and round!
Prince Charles and
Camilla brave wet
weather to visit
London's Transport
Museum 

French soap star, 62,
sparks outrage by
claiming she 'doesn't
have the looks to be
raped' during
discussion about
protests against
Polanski

Goldie Hawn and
partner Kurt Russell
dress down for lunch
with their son Wyatt in
Brentwood
Enjoyed a day out
together on Tuesday 

Justin Bieber posts
shirtless photo from
Changes Tour
rehearsals... after
admitting wife Hailey
has him 'wrapped
around her finger'
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Camila Morrone, 22,
looks edgy in an all-
black ensemble as she
steps without boyfriend
Leonardo DiCaprio, 45,
for dinner in Beverly
Hills
 

Rita Ora flaunts her
long legs in a white bath
robe as she shares
backstage snap of
herself getting ready for
Miu Miu PFW show 

Camila Cabello
celebrates her 23rd
birthday in England as
beau Shawn Mendes
flies 3,300 miles to ring
in her special day

Nicolas Cage, 56, and
girlfriend Riko Shibata,
26, lather up with hand
sanitizer as they enjoy a
lunch date in NYC amid
coronavirus outbreak

Kendall Jenner flashes
her toned abs in a
sports a bra as she
heads to a hair
salon...after her
Bahamas vacation 

Prince Harry's best
friend Charlie van
Straubenzee welcomes
his first child with wife
Daisy Jenks - and
godfather duties could
be on cards for Duke 

Kim Kardashian sets
up meeting with
President Trump and
newly freed prisoners to
discuss criminal justice
reform
Important issue 

Not such a muscle
man, now! ... Mark
Wahlberg, 48, gets a
helping hand from an
assistant to carry his
massive haul of Louis
Vuitton shopping bags

'Your light blazes
strong!' The Prodigy
pay touching tribute to
late frontman Keith Flint
on the one-year
anniversary of his death

Irish newspapers
praise Prince William
and Kate Middleton for
message of 'peace and
reconciliation' during
tour 

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle to face
brutal mauling
alongside Trump, Kanye
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and Zuckerberg as in
satirical puppet show 

Idris Elba encourages
young people to 'speak
out about what matters'
as he discusses social
issues with students at
WE Day event

Tyson Fury's wife
Paris says it was
'horrible' watching their
daughter, 10, cry after
he suffered a gruesome
cut above the eye in the
ring
 

Make do and mend!
Queen is seeking a 
$45,000-a-year Senior
Conservator based at
Windsor Castle to repair
'historically significant'
furniture

Kylie Jenner keeps
coy as she shares video
of herself smirking to
Travis Scott's new
song... amid speculation
they have reignited their
romance

Sophie Turner and Joe
Jonas don double
denim outfits as they
stroll hand-in-hand in
LA amid claims the
actress is pregnant
Side by side  

David Tennant's
adopted son Ty, 17,
relives moment he met
his dad aged 5 and why
he would love to be the
third Doctor Who in the
family

Coronavirus ends the
music: Mariah Carey
becomes latest star to
cancel show over virus
threat after Green Day
and Mabel disappoint
fans 

Surf's up! Chris
Hemsworth flaunts his
muscular physique
doing beach yoga
before catching waves
with his younger
brother Liam
 

Andy Cohen bundles
up in black jacket as he
takes his rescue dog
Wacha out for stroll in
chilly NYC
Andy is also a proud dog
dad to Wacha

Fans go wild after Kate
and Prince William pose
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with Ireland's
President Higgins'
beloved pooch Bród in
VERY similar photos to
Harry and Meghan's

James Middleton
credits his beloved
dogs with 'saving his
life' amid his mental
health battle and
believes animals are
'more effective than
humans' 

Jordana Brewster
keeps it comfortable in
flannel top and jeans as
she wraps up F9 Fast &
Furious reshoots in
Hollywood
 

Christina Milian wraps
up warm in a furry teddy
bear hoodie for Paris
outing with a friend as
she pushes newborn
son Isaiah in a pram
Chilly 

Gigi Hadid looks chic
in a plaid trench coat as
she arrives back in NYC
with mom Yolanda
following Paris fashion
week
Stylish as always 

Nina Dobrev is leggy
in eye-catching pink
mini dress at Toronto
premiere of Run This
Town
Completed her look with
chunky hoop earrings

Dame Helen Mirren
and Viola Davis don
white dresses to launch
L'Oréal Paris Age
Perfect Cosmetics
Beautiful brand
ambassadors

Kylie Jenner shares
sweet video of 2-year-
old daughter Stormi
holding amethyst
flowers at the farmer's
market in Los Angeles
Cute 

Justin Bieber sings
beside a Spanish-style
mission and transforms
into a cartoon in new
Habitual music video
Released his latest music
video on Tuesday 

Rap star Iggy Azalea
reveals she's
'embarrassed' after
finding out mother
Tanya is stockpiling
toilet paper over fears
of coronavirus outbreak
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'Harper has cooked a
surprise dinner!'
Victoria Beckham is
treated to a seafood
supper of prawns and
salmon prepared by her
daughter, 8

Love Is Blind couple
Amber Pike and Matt
Barnett reveal they plan
on having a SECOND
WEDDING with family
and friends
After tying the knot

Whitney Port poses in
bikini on Mexican beach
as she reflects on dad's
death ahead of her 35th
birthday
'I can't believe it's been
seven years'

Simply Red's Mick
Hucknall and Tom
Jones wow an adoring
crowd with a rip-roaring
performance for cancer
charity concert

'It takes courage to be
that vulnerable': The
Pussycat Dolls' Nicole
Scherzinger defends the
pop groups
'provocative' costumes 

Alice Dellal displays
her gym-honed
physique as she poses
up a storm while
modelling her sister
Charlotte Olympia's new
sportswear collection

Brooklyn Beckham's
girlfriend Nicola Peltz
wishes 'the love of my
life' a happy 21st
birthday and praises his
'beautiful heart'

Charlize Theron shows
off svelte figure in fitted
denim jumpsuit as she
steps out for sushi
lunch at Sugarfish
She has become known
for her street style

Camila Cabello marks
23rd birthday with
heartfelt message to
shed light on Syrian
civil war: 'one of the
worst humanitarian
crises in the world'

Sofia Vergara beams
in snake-print cape and
her trademark ripped
blue jeans after
enjoying lunch with
friends in Beverly Hills

Antonio Sabato Jr.
claims he has been
'blacklisted' from
Hollywood after
supporting Donald
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Trump in 2016

Kristen Stewart 
flashes her legs while
BFF Emma Roberts
looks fierce in a leopard
print top during an
afternoon outing 

Courteney Cox keeps
her usual low profile as
she runs errands in
Beverly Hills while
carrying an enormous
Celine shopping bag
Under the radar  

Will Smith relaxes as
he is towed around in a
vintage Volkswagen on
set of the upcoming
Venus and Serena
Williams biopic King
Richard

EXCLUSIVE  Liam
Hemsworth's model
girlfriend Gabriella
Brooks flaunts her
incredible bikini body
during a solo outing to
the beach in Byron Bay

Genesis stars Phil
Collins, Tony Banks and
Mike Rutherford, all 69,
are seen for FIRST TIME
since announcing
reunion

Justin Bieber leaves
David Beckham
TERRIFIED as
screaming singer jumps
out of box during
soccer legend's
interview with Ellen 
 

Vanderpump Rules:
Raquel Leviss after
receiving nasty texts
from drunken boyfriend
James Kennedy
tearfully issues
ultimatum
 

Heidi Montag proves
she's still Playboy
material donning just a
tee shirt... 11 years after
covering the magazine
The Hills star, 33, put on a
saucy display

Pussycat Dolls' Nicole
Scherzinger glitters in a
sequined jacket as she
joins her bandmates on
the promo trail for the
Australian leg of their
tour

Katy Perry sports head-
to-toe grey Adidas as
she's spotted leaving
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her office in West
Hollywood with her
poodle Nugget under
her arm

Dakota Johnson
shows she is a fan of
the Notorious B.I.G. in
bright tee as she steps
out in sunny LA
She is a fan of the
Notorious B.I.G. 

Lou Ferrigno, 68,
asserts his status as the
original Incredible Hulk
as he takes a walk in LA
wearing a T-shirt with
his alter-ego splashed
across it

Ben Affleck reveals his
one line in the 1992 film
Buffy the Vampire
Slayer was dubbed by
the director
Opened up about his
'humiliating' early role 

Love Is Blind star
Amber Pike confronts
'shiesty' love rival
Jessica Batten for
'throwing herself' at
Matt Barnett in reunion
sneak peek

Vanderpump Rules
star Tom Schwartz
reveals Stassi
Schroeder's Roman
wedding 'could change
any day' amid spike in
Italian coronavirus 

Rebel Wilson 'closes
down' Disneyland for
her 40th birthday
celebrations as she
splashes $22,700 on
luxury dinner at
exclusive venue 

Pint-sized rapper ZaZa,
five, wants to go into
studio with North West,
six... after Kim admits
daughter did an
uncredited 'remix' of her
beat

Morrissey looks in
good spirits as he steps
out in plaid coat and
dark sunglasses on rare
public outing in
Manchester
Low key appearance  

'It's not often I follow
The Queen to a pub!':
Prince William jokes
about his
grandmother's visit to
Dublin's Guinness
StorehouseShare
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Daniel Craig
celebrates his 52nd
birthday at Casino
Royale screening as
he's treated to a 007
cake 
Special day 

Maxim Baldry takes
the lead in Amazon
Prime's The Lord of the
Rings prequel series
The 24-year-old will
portray a mystery role 

Amazon Studios pulls
out of upcoming SXSW
events in Austin, Texas
due to concerns over
coronavirus
Taking precautions as the
virus spreads 

Dylan Dreyer shares
photos of her baby son
Ollie to celebrate him
turning two months old
- as Jenna Bush Hager
and Savannah Guthrie
gush: 'He's your twin!' 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger's
Sports Festival bans
spectators and cancels
expo due to coronavirus
concerns

Ben Affleck rocks
black-on-black look
while arriving at Jimmy
Kimmel Live... after
jokingly taking credit for
Matt Damon's acting
career

Kendall Jenner shows
off her phenomenal
figure in a TINY vintage
swimsuit on Bahamas
vacation with sister
Kylie
Racy 

Kylie Jenner gives a
glimpse at the decor of
her $12M Hidden Hills
mansion including
vintage Playboys and
books on fashion

Distressing bodycam
video shows ER star
Vanessa Marquez
pulling out a replica gun
and shouting 'kill me'
before being shot dead
by cops at her home

Kristen Stewart
flashes chiseled midriff
in Hamptons chic crop
top and Daisy Dukes
while carrying ukulele
She has been a movie
star for over a decade

Shaq O'Neal hilariously
shows off hairline
during NBA on TNT
pregame after losing a
bet with Dwyane Wade
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'I was groomed and
verbally abused':
Courtney Stodden, 25,
felt 'absolutely taken
advantage of' during her
10-year marriage to
Doug Hutchison, 59

Hailey Bieber flaunts
her long legs in Daisy
Dukes and a leather
jacket on solo stroll
All eyes were on Hailey
Bieber

James Bond film No
Time To Die 'could be
released three weeks
EARLY due to
coronavirus fears'
following promo tour
cancellation

The Bachelor star
Alexa Caves clarifies
she ISN'T dating costar
Jasmine Nguyen after
appearing to go public
with romance on
Instagram

Annette Bening looks
smart in sharp pinstripe
blazer as she attends
the Hollywood Walk Of
Fame ceremony for NPR
radio host Susan
Stamberg

Ariana Grande and
Mikey Foster SPLIT:
Singer 'calls off
romance with Social
House star after eight
months' 

Megan Thee Stallion's
record label CEO Carl
Crawford denies they're
blocking her from
releasing new music:
'Nothing is true that she
said'

Vanessa Hudgens
channels the 80s with a
voluminous and wavy
hairdo and pastel eye
shadow
Vanessa as born at the
tail end of 1988

Katie Lee indulges in
chocolate cake as
pregnant former Top
Chef host celebrates
completing her fourth
cookbook

Phoebe Waller-Bridge
piles on the award
nominations as her
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stage version of
Fleabag gets shortlisted
for two Oliviers 

Furious Mel B calls in
lawyers after nanny
accused of having affair
with ex Stephen
Belafonte is pictured
picking up daughter
from school

Nicole Scherzinger
jets into Melbourne
wearing a Gucci
tracksuit ensemble
ahead of The Pussycat
Dolls' promotional tour
of Australia

Sinéad O'Connor
supports Bob Geldof at
Citizens of Boomtown
premiere after revealing
she was 'in danger of
dying' during mental
health battle

Piers Morgan's wife
Celia Walden splashes
the cash as she shares
sultry snap of herself
lying in a bathtub filled
with MONEY

Candice Swanepoel
and Lais Ribeiro go wild
in skimpy leopard-print
bikinis as they frolic on
the beach in Miami with
their sons

Emmy Rossum flaunts
prosthetic assets with
castmate Martin
Freeman on LA set of
Peacock's Angelyne

Victoria Beckham
shares sweet baby
photo of son Brooklyn
on his 21st birthday
while dad David praises
his 'beautiful' eldest
child 

Kate Beckinsale layers
up in stylish white
cream sweater during
laid-back outing in LA
She is known to show off
her incredibly toned figure
on social media

'I don't even like ink':
Britney Spears regrets
getting inked admits
she's considering
removing the 'pink dice'
that she got tattooed
with ex Kevin FederlineShare
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Mama June's
daughters Anna and
Jessica 'get $120K
plastic surgery...
including new teeth,
breast lifts and
liposuction'

EXCLUSIVE  Candy
Spelling reveals she's
moving out of her
beloved $47m 'Manor in
the Sky' LA penthouse
and eyeing a brand new
condo

'You're being thought
of and we love you':
Nashville legend Dolly
Parton leads celebrity
tributes after deadly
tornado ripped through
Tennessee 

William and Kate will
carry on shaking hands
during their three-day
tour of Ireland despite
coronavirus threat but
are taking advice from
health officials

It's Sean Spicer - the
talk show! Donald
Trump's first press
secretary is back on TV
after Dancing With The
Stars (but he WON'T be
wearing those outfits)

Laura Dern bids
farewell to her pet
goldfish after 14 years:
'RIP to our amazing
goldfish we loved so
much'

Love Is Blind star
Carlton Morton says he
is 'done' with media
requests stating 'urban
media has been the
worst to me'

'America was great -
before you were
elected': Barbra
Streisand slams Trump
for his handling of
coronavirus and
Russian interference

Justin Bieber is letting
wife Hailey decide just
how many kids they are
going to have: 'It's her
body'
Singer opened up to Ellen

Super Tuesday fever!
Michelle Pfeiffer,
Jessica Biel and Laura
Dern take to social
media to reveal with
pride they voted

Kylie Jenner tells fans
to 'Rise and f***ing
shine' as she and sister
Kendall flaunt their
perky posteriors during
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Bahamas vacation

Bear Grylls
accidentally flashes his
manhood to stunned
fans as he live streams
himself NAKED before
diving into a lake (with
his socks on!)

Princess Diana was
'distracted' by Camilla
Parker-Bowles on her
wedding day 'after
catching sight of Prince
Charles's ex on her way
down the aisle'

Former CNN anchor
Bobbie Battista dies
aged 67 after four-year
battle with cervical
cancer
One of faces of network
when it launched in 1981

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her toned
tummy during a 6am
workout session to stay
a slender size four:
'Mind right, body ready!'

Rita Ora cuts an
uncharacteristically
demure figure in plaid
dress as she steps out
in yet another statement
look during Paris
Fashion Week

Rock legends Genesis
to REUNITE for a tour 13
years after their last
show... despite Phil
Collins, 69, admitting he
can't drum since his
back surgery

Jessica Biel thanks
'wonderful human'
Justin Timberlake for
throwing her a pajama
party for her 38th
birthday... and her
wedding ring is back on

Emily Ratajkowski
chats on her phone
while crossing a street
in NYC... after urging
people to vote on Super
Tuesday: 'Restore our
democracy!'

Nicolas Cage, 56,
holds hands with
girlfriend Riko Shibata,
26, on museum date in
NYC... after divorcing
fourth wife Erika Koike
Inseparable  

Bella Hadid takes a
break from her
modelling duties as she
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steps out in leather
pants and a Lacoste top
during Paris Fashion
Week

Spike Lee says he is
DONE watching Knicks
this season after heated
exchange with security
and refutes team's 'spin'
that he and James
Dolan have made peace

'Most beautiful girl in
the world' Thylane
Blondeau, 18, puts on a
leggy display in a denim
shirt dress as she sits
FROW for Miu Miu PFW
show 

Celine Dion makes a
retro statement in a mod
look inspired by the
sixties before heading
to the stage to perform
in Long Island

Bella Hadid shows off
her very slender
waistline as she goes
bra-free in TINY denim
jacket... after taking
Paris Fashion Week by
storm with sister Gigi

Jennifer Lopez flaunts
her flat midriff in
knotted top and
leggings as she heads
to the gym for workout
session in Miami

Glittering in green!
Kate Middleton dazzles
in a £1,595 emerald
gown by trendy
designer The Vampire's
Wife as she joins
William for reception in
Dublin

Nikki and Brie Bella
stuns as they show off
their matching baby
bumps before stopping
by The Talk
Both gals wore their raven
locks down 

Hilary Duff's seven-
year-old son Luca is
'getting more involved'
with environmentalism
as the family practices
'living cleaner' at home

Mischa Barton axed
from The Hills reboot for
being 'too boring'... and
she'll be 'replaced' by
her friend Caroline
D'Amore in season two
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Florence Pugh
highlights her curves in
a bejewelled top and a
multi-coloured leather
skirt as she attends
Louis Vuitton's PFW
show

Kaley Cuoco swigs
vodka while leaning
against a police car on
the set of The Flight
Attendant in NYC
The scene appeared to
be a dramatic one 

Cindy Crawford looks
her model best in jeans
and a blazer as
she lights The Empire
State Building blue in
NYC

Carrie Underwood
reveals husband Mike
Fisher had to take their
two kids into a 'safe
room' in their Nashville
home after a tornado hit

'Lots of exciting things
happening in your
family at the moment':
Irish First Lady jokes
about royal woes as she
meets William and Kate
on official visit

Ben Affleck is pictured
out on the school run...
as it's revealed he had a
sober liaison escort him
to and from set of The
Way Back

Love is Blind fan-
favorites Lauren Speed
and Cameron Hamilton
pack on the PDA during
press tour ... as they
gush about their
relationship since show

Rita Ora makes a
VERY bold statement
with a dramatic gelled
hairdo as she goes
braless in plunging
jumpsuit for Miu Miu
PFW show

David Schwimmer and
wife Zoe Buckman look
quite cozy as they
reunite for coffee and a
stroll... three years after
shock split
announcement

Paulina Porizkova
says it's hard being a
woman over 50 as she
reveals she lost a
modeling job because
she refused to get fillers

Crikey! Steve Irwin's
'hot niece' Rebecca
Lobie sets pulses
racing as she flaunts
her peachy derrière in a
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red swimsuit while
posing on an inflatable
unicorn

Fox 'cancels Timothy
Hutton's show Almost
Family' after model
accused him of raping
her when she was 14
and turned down
$135,000 to keep silent

Harry and Meghan will
struggle to achieve
what they want without
'royal-style logistics'
just like Princess Diana
did, her former private
secretary warns

Gisele Bundchen says
she used to have VERY
bad habits that led to
anxiety: 'I would have a
mocha Frappuccino for
breakfast and four
cigarettes'

Delilah Belle Hamlin
dons a chic blazer dress
as she joins sister
Amelia Gray and
boyfriend Eyal Booker
for a glamorous night
out in LA

Blinging up Dublin!
Kate Middleton wears
new $22,000 daisy-
shaped diamond
earrings by Asprey as
she kicks off Ireland
tour

Billie Lourd grins from
ear to ear out for a
casual lunch date with
beau Austen Rydell ...
ahead of season 10 of
American Horror Story

Barbara Bush's 'pearls
of wisdom'  revealed in
new book - including 'be
yourself,' 'don't
complain or explain,'
and never spend too
much on lipstick

Meghan Markle's close
friend Janina Gavankar
reveals the 'amazing'
royal 'hasn't changed'
and still uses FaceTime
'no matter where she is'
to maintain friendships

'He can't fire me':
Flavor Flav says Chuck
D is 'turning his back'
on Public Enemy's
legacy after he was
terminated from the
iconic group following a
spat 

Princess Märtha
Louise's boyfriend
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Shaman Durek seen
with Norwegian royal for
first time since ex-
husband's suicide at
Christmas

Breaking Bad's Dean
Norris calls the return of
DEA agent Hank
Schrader in the latest
Better Call Saul 'surreal'

Cristiano Ronaldo
arrives in Madeira with
his girlfriend and eldest
son after flying to be by
his mom's side after she
suffered a stroke and
was rushed to hospital 

Bond girl Lea Seydoux
looks chic in a tweed
mini skirt and blazer
combo as she leads the
stars with Alicia
Vikander at Louis
Vuitton's PFW show

Katie Holmes has her
hands full as the
mother-of-one takes
teen daughter Suri to
school
Carried a jacket, tote,
purse and stack of paper

Today's headlines Most Read
All smiles! Beaming Meghan Markle
salutes Britain in her first public
appearance here since declaring Megxit...
BREAKING: US coronavirus death toll rises
to 12 as another person dies in Washington
state where officials...

Every New Yorker who has 'recently'
returned from five coronavirus hot-spot
countries is told to...
FIVE states in the US are NOT testing for
coronavirus AT ALL as Washington state
residents are furious that...

California declares state of emergency as
Coast Guard delivers coronavirus testing
kits to THOUSANDS of...
Clean your phone as often as you wash your
hands, doctors advise in a bid to stem the
spread of coronavirus

Stores including Kroger and Costco ration
water, rice and hand sanitizer as shoppers
stock up on their...
Not the tonic! Tito's Vodka warns it can't be
used in homemade hand sanitizer formulas
because it's only 40%...

Hope for the battle against coronavirus: A
growing number of sufferers are
recovering with more than half of...
EXCLUSIVE: 'I did it to manage my
anxieties.' Bill Clinton reveals in Hillary Hulu
doc that he had oral sex...

Meghan Markle and Prince Harry not
bringing Archie to the UK is 'spiteful and
inconsiderate' because his...
Katy Perry says her pregnancy 'was no
accident' ... one day after revealing she's
expecting her first child...
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PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: And STILL she
smirks! 'Cult mom' Lori Vallow is
extradited in handcuffs from Hawaii to...
'Rosie the Riveter' dies at 95: New York
woman who first inspired the iconic character
while working on a...

Stepmother of Gannon Stauch, 11, is seen
in new booking photo after she is
extradited to Colorado to face...
Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey will NOT move to
Africa due to coronavirus six days after
Republican mega-donor buys...

Knicks draw their smallest home crowd
since 2006 after Spike Lee's vow to
boycott the struggling club's...
Cannibal frat boy, 23, who randomly killed a
Florida couple and chewed the man's face off
after downing...

Kim Kardashian and MLK Jr's son call for
Alabama governor to halt tonight's
execution of an inmate who was...
As few as 2,100 steps a day could extend the
lives of pensioners and slash the risk of heart
disease and...

Harvey Weinstein is transferred to Rikers
Island after undergoing a four-hour
surgery to have heart stent...
NYPD launches review of horrifying video
showing nearly a dozen cops brutally piling
on a black man who has...

Tennessee man, 94, who served as SS
guard in Nazi concentration camp is sent
back to Germany after 60 years...
Mike Pence admits America does NOT have
enough testing kits to meet coronavirus
demand as senators are told...

Wall Street's wildest week in eight years:
Dow closes down 970 - falling more than
three percent for the...
Coronavirus conspiracies debunked: 5G isn't
responsible for the deadly infection and it
didn't crash-land on...

Donald Trump claims he DIDN'T say
people should 'go to work' if they have
coronavirus - but tape shows he...
Catholic churches are emptying fonts,
banning physical contact and telling poorly
parishioners to stay away...

How to STOP touching your face: Expert
reveals his top tips to beating the
'dangerous' everyday habit that...
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